










Project Narrative for 692-696 Main Street 

 

   The new Owner of the property, Ernest Harrison, is interested in returning the building to an 

era correct look as much as possible. From what we can gather, it appears that the wrap around 

patio that encompasses the west, north and half of the east facing sides of the building 

originally continued for the entire east facing side and approximately half of the south side. The 

commercial ground floor addition was probably completed in the 60’s or early 70’s judging by 

the construction and windows that were installed. It appears that they framed in the patio wall 

on the south and half of the east facing walls in order to build a staircase that would lead from 

the 2nd floor down to the commercial unit. At this time they installed a commercial glass door 

and 3 windows. Mr. Harrison would like to remove this door and install a new metal 2 panel 

door for privacy and energy efficiency and make it more era correct. He would also like to 

remove the windows that were installed that consist of one (1) each 4’X8’ and one (1) 4’X5’ 

single pane aluminum sliders on the east facing side of the southeast corner and one (1) 4’X8’ 

single pane aluminum slider on the south facing side of the southeast corner. He would like to 

remove these windows and add a 3’X3’ window on the south facing side. This window will be a 

vinyl dual pane single hung window in white color to match the balance of the existing windows 

on the home. 

  On the lower commercial part of the building he would like to remove the two 3’X3’ octagon 

windows that were installed at some point between the initial construction of the addition and 

now. When this was done they removed a 36” door and 4- 3’9”X3’9” windows. He would like to 

install 3- 3’9”X3’9” windows back in the original locations and install a 3’X3’9” window where 

the original door was located. This will allow more light into the commercial store front and 

make it more appealing from both, the street and inside the building. All windows will be triple 

paned, picture windows with tan vinyl frames. The entire front, east and corner of the south 

facing sides are to be re-sided with like kind materials (1”x8” lap siding) at the same time. He 

would also like to install a new fabric awning on the mansard roof that faces Main street (North 

facing elevation). 
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Pickup/Install

Call When
Done Deliver Freight

696 Main Street
Installation or Shipping Street Address

Qty
Firesist

Fabric
Black

Color
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Steel Tube

painted Black

Frame Color

ernestclassics@gmail.com

Placerville CA

X

1
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EACH MITERED CORNER AWNING MOUNTING OVER MANSARD ROOF APP
60'/17'/17'/ WIDE X 4'6" PROJECTION X 5' HIGH WITH ADDRESS
TOTAL WIDTH OF AWNING  app. 94' feet  PRICE INCLUDES TAX

CUSTOMER RESPONSIBLE FOR PROCESSING PERMITS,  PERMITS FEE ,
DRAWINGS, ENGINEERING AND ANY FEES ASSOCIATED WITH PERMITS

$15,250.00 $15,250.00
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$15,250.00
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Ernest Greg
DELIVER FAX OR EMAIL TO: FROM:

      JS CANVAS
   Janak & Scurfield Inc.

Janak & Scurfield dba JS CANVAS
330 20th St. Sacramento, CA 95811
(916) 444-7001  1 (800) 852-7166
Fax (916) 444-0323
www. jscanvas.com      Ca Lic # 441967
e mail    jscanvas@pacbell.net
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